Abstract-This paper considers the optimum method for locating a sync word periodically imbedded in binary data and received over the additive white Gaussian noise channel. It is shown that the optimum rule is to select the location that maximizes the sum of the correlation and a correction term. Simulations are reported that show approximately a 3-dB improvement at interesting signal-tonoise ratios compared to a pure correlation rule. Extensions are given to the "phase-shift keyed (PSK) sync" case where the detector output has a binary ambiguity and to the case of Gaussian data.
I. INTRODUCTION HE MOST widely
used method for providing frame synchronization in a binary signaling scheme is to insert a fixed binary pattern or "sync word" periodically into the data stream.
On the assumption that symbol synchronization has already been obtained, the receiver obtains frame synchronization by locating the position of the sync word in the received data stream.
I n his pioneering work [ l ] on frame synchronization, Barker assumed that the sync word would be located by passing the received digits through a "pattern recognizer," which was simply a device to correlate successive L-digit segments of the received sequence with the Ldigit sync word. The segment giving the nlaximum correlation would be taken as the location of the sync word. Virtually all subsequent work on frame synchronization has assumed this same correlation decision rule, perhaps for simplicity and perhaps in the belief that this decision rule was optimal. I n his encyclopedic coverage of synchronization, Stiffer 12, pp. 499-5021 recognizes that the data surrounding the sync word should be taken into account by an optimal decision rule, but indicates that the analysis becomes intractable and that the resulting true optimal decision rule would be impractical to implement.
In this paper, we derive the optimal decision rule for locating the sync word on the additive white Gaussian noise channel and show that the effect of the data is merely to add a "correction" term to the correlator output so that the optimum rule is nearly as simple to implement as the ordinary correlation rule. This derivation is given in Section I1 for the standard case where the IEEE Communications Society for publicat,ion without oral the receiver can make tentative bit decisions. Section I11 gives the necessary modification for the "phaseshift keyed (PSK) sync" case where the bit values are ambiguous until after frame synchronization is obtained. Section I V contains the results of simulations comparing the performance of the optimum rule and the correlation rule. Section V gives a derivation of the optimum sync word locating rule when the data, rather than being random binary digits, are Gaussian random variables as might be the case in some pulse-amplitude modulation schemes.
It should be emphasized that our analysis applies only to the case of a sync word periodically imbedded into a data stream, which is the usual case in space telemetry. Specifically, it does not apply to the "oneshot" synchronization problem where the sync word is prefixed to the data stream and is itself preceded either by no signal or by a periodic 1-0 pattern. It remains as an interesting open problem to find the optimum synchronization rule for this one-shot case.
IZ. DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL SYNC-WORD
LOCATING RULE Let N denote the frame length, i.e., each L-digit sync word is followed by N-L random binary-data bits. We assume that the receiver is to process an N digit span of the received sequence in order to locate the sync word contained therein. If n such spans are actually to be used, the problem reduces to the above for a frame length of nN digits and a sync word of length nL.
. . . , r N -l ) denote the received span to be processed where each rr is the detector output over one of the assumed-known bit intervals. The sync word is a priori equally likely to begin in any of the N positions of T . We will consider digit ro to follow digit r N -1 so as to account for the case when the sync word begins somewhere in the last L-1 digits of T and ali subscripts on received digits will hereafter be taken modulo is a sum over all components of e and hence is independent of p, we may subtract this sum from S , without affecting the maximization t o give
Since Pr (d = 6) = 2-'N-L' for all 6, we may equivalently maximize
which upon making use of (1) becomes
By the Gaussian assumption on n, we have Substituting this expression into (3) and removing all factors independent of p, we may equivalently maximize Carrying out the summation in 
It should be noted that the first summation in Note that whenever si and pi+s agree in sign, their contribution to the first summation in (7) is exactly cancelled by the term -Ipi+el in the second summation. Thus, only negatively correlated terms contribute to the statistic S and the optimum decision rule reduces to choosing that location p for the sync word that yields the least total negative correlation.
When B / N o << 1, the argument of the cosh in (6) is much smaller than 1 with high probability so that we may closely approximate log, cosh (y) ley the first term in its Maclaurin series expansion, namely (t) y2. Using ficient empirical data for a performance comparison for channel signal-to-noise ratios E / N o near unity which is the range of practical interest in space telemetry. T o conform to usual communications practice, the detector outputs ri in the simulation were quantized to 16 levels, and it was verified that 8 levels gave essentially the same results. The quantized values used were MASSEY: OPTIMUM FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION this approximation in (6), we obtain
No i=o
as the statistic to be maximized by the optimum decision rule. From the form. of the second summation in ( 8 ) , we see that the correction term is an energy correction in this small signal-to-noise ratio case.
PSK FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION
As Stiffler has noted [2, p. 3721, when a binary PSI< signal is demodulated using a carrier reference derived from the modulated signal, there is a binary ambiguity in the detector output. With probability +, the detector output will be ri = ti + ni where ti is the transmitted signal (4% si or 4z d i ) , and with probability 3 the detector output will be ri = -ti -ni. When this ambiguity is included in the analysis, a derivation very similar to that in Section 11, the details of which will be omitted here, leads to the following.
Optimum Rule for PSK Frame Sync: Given the received segment e, take the estimate of the sync-word location m to be the value of p, 0 5 p < N , which maximizes the statistic
A simple approximate form for this statistic is readily obtained. The correlation sum P can be expected to be quite large in general so that the approximation log, cosh ( P ) = IPJ -log, 2 will be quite accurate. Using this approximation, we obtain as the statistic to be maximized
where f ( ) is given in (6). We note that the usual correlation rule for PSK frame synchronization is just to choose p to maximize the first summation in (11). Again we see the optimal decision rule adds a correction term to this usual statistic.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The basic question remaining is whether the optimum decision rule for frame synchronization provides significantly better performance than the ordinarily used but suboptimum correlation method. A theoretical comparison of performances is ruled out by the complicated relationship between probability of incorrect synchronization and channel signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed to obtain suf-(2j -1) 1/E/6, -8 < j 5 8, (12) and the quantization boundaries were taken halfway between adjacent quantization values. Simulations were performed using several different sync words and frame lengths as well as signal-to-noise ratios. Table  I shows the results of standard frame synchronization by both the optimum and the correlation rules for two Barker sequences and one Neuman-Hofman
[4] sequence as sync words and for three different signal-to-noise ratios. The same noise and data sequences were used with all sync sequences. Inspection of this table reveals a 3-dB advantage for the optimum decision rule for E/No about 1 as seen by the fact that the optimum decision rule performs the same a t E / N o = 1 as does the correlation rule a t E / N o = 2. (This quite precise gain of 3 dB was obtained in all the simulations performed that cover a wide range of sync-word lengths and frame lengths.) The gain becomes less as the channel becomes more noisy.
It should be noted from Table  I that the NeumanHofman sequence outperforms the Barker sequence of the same length as a sync word. The Neuman-Hofman sequence was designed so as to maximize performance with a correlation decision rule. This simulation also
shows that it is a good choice for a sync word to be used with the optimum decision rule. Table I1 shows the results of PSK frame synchronization for the same sequences and signal-to-noise ratios as in Table I . The general nature of the results are the same with the optimum decision rule a t E / N o = 1 showing the same 3-dB improvement over the correlation rule.
It should be mentioned that the "optimum" rule used in the simulations reported in Table   I1 was actually the rule using the approximately optimum statistic S of (12). This decision rule is indiscernible from the true optimum decision rule.
V. GAUSSIAN DATA For the sake of completeness, we now consider the case when the data digits di, rather than being limited to values of f l and -1, are instead statistically independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance unity. Such a situation might describe digitized voice transmission with pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM). To derive the optimum sync-word location rule, we note that the analysis in Section I1 up to (2) is unchanged l , l , l , l , l , -1 , -l , l , l , -l , l , -l , l , Adding the quantity which is independent of p, we may equivalently maximize the statistic
Once again we see that the statistic to be maximized by the optimum sync-word location rule consists of the ordinary correlation together with a correction term. For Gaussian data, the correction term is again seen to be a true energy correction.
VI. SUMMARY
This paper has considered the problem of obtaining an optimal estimate of the location of the sync word in a data frame for binary data in the standard case and in the PSK sync case and also for Gaussian data samples. I n all cases it was shown that the optimum decision rule is to maximize a statistic that is the sum of two terms, the first being the usual correlation and the second being an energy correction that takes into account the fact that the sync word is imbedded in data. It was verified by simulation that the optimum rule provides about a 3-dB advantage over the ordinary correlation rule in the interesting case of signal-to-noise ratios E / N o near unity. It was also noted that the optimum decision rule is only slightly more complicated to implement than the correlation rule.
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